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How Are We Connected?
What Do We Need To Change?
Champions Of Our Own Destiny
Flexible Working Practice
System-wide Workforce Improvements
Added Value Temporal Impact Individual/System Cost Reductions

Sharing Experience and Learning
Many Happy Returners
On the front line
Wish You Were Here
Flexibility: we can do that
Temporal Impact
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Flexibility: we can do that
Sharing Experience and Learning
From Isolated Communities of Leaders To Increased System Capacity

Figure 1. Visualization of strong ties before task and finish groups.

Figure 2. Visualization of strong ties after task and finish groups.
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What Did We Do, Learn & Disseminate?
A Paradigm Shift Towards Next Generation Accreditation

**From**
- Individual/Program
- Node/Person
- Problem Focus
- Done to (Mandatory)
- Static Learning
- 10, 9, 8, .......
- Point in Time

**To**
- Organization/System
- Network of Connected Actors
- Solution Sharing
- Choose to (Self-Motivated)
- Action Learning
- We Have Liftoff
- Return on Investment